
A CRITIQUE OF BARBARA CHRISTIANS THE RACE FOR THEORY

The Race for Theory. - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. Barbara Christian have seized this occasion to break the silence
among those of us, critics, as we are now called.

Christian, Barbara Spring  Literary theories contribute to the problem by mystifying the process of that change
through strange language that only an elite few can access. The Nature and Context of Minority Discourse 6 :
51â€” That point does seem to be his primary axe to grind with Christian though, and it begs asking the
question, how is Awkward framing the text and the dynamic energy that Christian sees emerging through the
writing as an autonomous theoretical presenceâ€”absent the formulation of an outside literary theorist? ISBN 
In it, she expressed that obsession with theory and the use of literature to advance ideological viewpoints were
thwarting scholars from focusing on literary traditions of the work itself. Black Feminist Criticism:
Perspectives on Black women writers. Kibin does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of
the essays in the library; essay content should not be construed as advice. She sees the generation of theory in
African American literary culture as a symbiotic, or maybe communal is more apt, process that is mediates
between writer, critic, and reader, not monolithically determined by the critic. Becoming friends with
Langston Hughes , she was introduced to the works of black writers. While she sees theory as necessary,
Christian finds it problematic because it becomes very prescriptivist and elitist. By refusing to accept world
literatures as part of the major narrative, academics writing about literature have missed out on discussing
many histories and messages, some of which they have recently come across even though the rest of the world
has known about them for decades. Share this:. Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press. And nope, we don't
source our examples from our editing service! The application of Western theoretical models to black or
African American literary forms, Christian claims, ignores the consistent theoretical qualities embedded
within African American literary expression. Christian was an avid reader and questioned why there were no
African-American or Afro-Caribbean women included in her education or the stories she read. They have
changed literary critical language to suit their own purposes as philosophers, and they have reinvented the
meaning of theory. What hooks you? Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press. Philosophers
have been able to so effect such a takeover because so much of the literature of the West has become pallid,
laden with despair, self-indulgent, and disconnected. Since this piece was written, I have, in my academic
reading, found many more discussions of Toni Morrison and other black female writers, and there have been
discussions of the literature through close reading and a focus on language and culture rather than through
specific theorists. When such a form of theorizing is not allowed to be written about or explored in the
academy, it silences many scholars who have much to contribute and instead allows for gross generalizations
to abound in literary theory regarding various cultures and experiences. Check out our Privacy and Content
Sharing policies for more information. Thomas and both of her parents strongly encouraged their children in
pursuing academic goals. Most helpful essay resource ever! She was one of the first scholars to bring the
works of Toni Morrison and Alice Walker to the attention of academia.


